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The present author has conducted a series of studies concerning 6 point-
5 (or 6) Iined figures (Kanbe, 1983a, 1983b, 1985), and an example of figures 
used in the experiments is shown in Figure 1. These figures are generated 
by successively connecting pairs 2 
of the original points located at e 
the vertices of the regular hexa-
gon with a line segment. Accord-
ing to the number of line seg-
ments consists in the figures, the 
figures are divided into two types. 
Those made of five line segments 
are called 6 point-5 Iined figures 
(abbreviated as (6-5) figures) and 
those composed of six lines are 
called 6 point-6 Iined figures (or 
(6-6) figures), respectively. 
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Figure 1. An example of (6-5) figures. 
Each digit designates the original point. 
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These researches have been conducted on the presumption that every fig-
ure used in the experiments should be depicted with a set of indicators. 
That is, by a certain set of indicators, all the (6-5) and (6-6) figures can be 
discriminated one from another. The preceding studies adopted 23 so-called 
internal indicators and computation programmes were contrived for this pur-
pose (for further information, see Kanbe 1983a). But, subsequently, the ex-
haustive checking on the 23 indicators applying to all the figures (total of 
8008 for (6-5) and (6-6) figures combined) proved that these indicators are 
not enough to discriminatory describe every figure. Thus, it is theoretically 
necessary to add more than one indicators to the set for the sake of the com-
plete description of respective figures. As this approach is uniquely new in 
the experimental as well as analytical methods, if we have a set of indica-
tors fully describable on every figure, it would be a great asset to initiate 
the first step of the approach. Here, for the fulfillment of this requirement, 
"contour" was chosen for the newly added indicator. 
Contour information now draws focused attention in various schools of 
perceptual psychology. Taking up a few examples, by phenomenological 
approach, Kanizsa(1979) presented famous figures which contain illusory 
contaurs. Although he did not say anything about the neural mechanism for 
the processing of visual input, the existence of such phenomenon might sug-
gest that human perception is furnished with the ability to extract a meaning-
ful bit of information from primary visual image of the real world. 
On this point, from a vastly different viewpoint of computer modelling 
approach, Marr(1982) tried to bridge the gap between the fast developing 
neurolgy of vision and the traditional knowledge of psychophysics and per-
ceptual psychology. Concerning the problem of how an object in the three 
dimensional space can be detected per se, he pointed out that two dimension-
al contour information tells the existence, orientation and the shape of a 
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three dimensional object. As a specific contour of an object is demarcated 
when viewed from a specific standpoint, there are indefinite number con-
tours according to the viewer's position. Thus his notion of contour includes 
that of "surface contour" But sometimes the task of our perception is to 
analyse an object on the two dimensional plane. Under such condition, the 
contour of an object is distinct and stays constant regardless of the viewer's 
position. This special case of object perception is what the present study 
deals with. 
As making up of computation programmes is the fundamental of future 
researches of the field, this article aims at presenting the computer algori-
thm for detecting contours in the (6-5) and (6-6) figures based on the nature 
of the conjunctiveness of lines in those figures. Although not having been 
tested, the algorithm imposes barely any constraints on the given configura-
tion of the (6-5) and (6-6) figures, its applicability would not be limited to 
those kinds of figures. 
Guid es 
The nature of the figures and the basic strategy adopted by the algorithm 
will be explained below. 
1. Representatiau of figural data. --The type of data which specifies the 
form of every figure is called figural representation. The data in the figural 
representation are defined as u pairs of uniquely labelled points (vi, ,vi+1)-
Here, n is the number of lines making up a figure and every line (segment) 
is spanned from one point vi to other point vi+1-
2. Pretreatment of figural data.--Originally, the points by the figural rep-
resentation are prespecified at the vertices of the regular hexagon, and the 
number is six in all. But in some cases of figures, we must take (an) inter-
secting point(s) into consideration in order to detect a contour (Figure 2). 
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So, the position(s) of intersec-
tion(s) must be computed and la-
3 l belled uniquely. By this new def-
inition, the figurally represented 
data are expressed by m and (wi. 
wi+1)' Here, m designates the num-
ber of the original points ( =6) plus 
number of intersection(s) and the 6 4 
pair wi and wi+1 designates a line 
in which the points i and/or i + 1 5 
may be (an) intersection(s). Figure 2. In addrtion to the original 
points (point I to 6), the new definition of 3. Definition of cantaur uuder 
a (6-5) figure includes intersections (here, 
the present study.-- From the the-points 7 and 8) as the points. Thus, this 
figure can be expressed as [(1,8);(2,7);(3, ory of graphs it sets no restric-' 7);(4,5);(4,7);(4,8);(5,6);(6,8);(7,8)] by the 
figural representation. tion on the position of e ch point 
in a graph and, thus, the external shape of a cycle takes any form accord-
ing to the positional arrangement of the points concerned. The concept of 
contour (or sometimes termed circumference) is also defined by the theory. 
However m an usual sense the word "contour" denotes the most protuber-
ant connexion of closed lines in a given configuration of points and lines. 
Furthermore, when two or more contours of the above sense share only one 
point each other, the join of the contours would be conceived as still one 
inclusive contour rather than as 
two or more separate contours by B , C 
an usual connotation of the word a 
(Figure 3). Here the present study Figure 3. An example of inclusive con-
' tours. Here, the intersection a joins the 
follows this common definition. subcontours B and C together. 
4. Fiuding aut the autward line at each pvint. --The algorithm adopted by 
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the present technique is to connect one line with other line at each point to 
form ultimately a closed loop of connected lines. Therefore, the selection 
of a line out of all the possible incident lines upon each point is of critical 
importance for the successful detection of contour(s). In order to have the 
most protuberant connexion of lines, the line to be chosen up (candidate 
line; CL) must be the most outward one on condition that the line is not an 
end line. This can be accomplished by (a) calculating every angle contained 
by the line directed toward the point concerned and the line diverted from 
the point, and (b) taking up the line as CL whose angle is minimal among 
others (see Figure 4). 
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basal line Figure 4. The angles, 6$, at a specific point is formed between the basal line 
which is set at the line directed toward the point and every other line diverted 
from the point. 
5. Searching stage.--This is the stage where the most protuberant connex-
ion of lines which finally ends up in a closed loop is searched for. For the 
convenience of the computation, the format of data { (wt' wi+1): i= 1,3,5,..., 
2m- I } is converted to the mXm adjacent matrix [A]. Based on the line se-
lection principle stated above, successive connexion of lines at each point 
is carried out conuter-clockwise from a specific starting point. Here, Iet the 
term "current positron of processlng" (abbrevlated as CPP) be introduced 
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to indicate the point now being activated to find out CL. As the processing 
goes on from point to point serially, the value of CPP is added unity to the 
previous value each time CPP moves forward. 
The key strategy adopted at this searching stage is to record the labels of 
the points through which CPP passes (called tracing) and always check the 
contents of the record whether any one of them is identical with that cf CPP. 
There are two ways of the moves of CPP. One is to move to a point which 
has never been traced before. The other is to move one step back to the 
point which has already been traced. Let the former move be called "a~-
vance" and the latter be called "retreat'l By retreat, the point to be returned 
is determined by the reverse order of the sequence of the trace in record. 
Retreat occurs only when CPP reaches an end point and/or no further ad-
vance is possible. After retreating one move backward, CL is again tried to 
be chosen up whose angle is next minimal to the prior CL. 
Every time CPP moves one step, a mark is left on the corresponding 
symmetrical elements of the adjacent matrix [A] as a sign that the point 
(the previous CPP) was processed. The mark takes two values: - 1, when 
the move was retreat and - 10, when the move was advance. That the values 
are both negative is of critical importance, because branching the processing 
to the retreat routine or to the advance routine is determined by the count 
of the number of positive value ( = 1) of the CPP-th row of the matrix [A]. 
In short, CPP is designed to move as follows: at a branching point if there 
remain(s) unprocessed line(s), the processing goes to the advance routine 
and if no unprocessed line remained, the processing goes to the retreat. 
The necessity of advance flag (mark - 10) becomes evident in such case 
as Figure 5. Here, the tracing began with a starting point a, detected a con-
tour C and now returns to the point b which has already been traced. But 
in order to detect an inclus.ive contour, unless the advance flag is set up, 
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the processing proceeds and find the inclusive contour [la~ b - (C) - b -a], 
which in fact is not a contour at all. This happens because the processing 
returns to the starting point and succeeds in the identity matching (cf. the 
terminating conditions discussed below). 
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Figure 5. A figure with a contour and an end line. The dotted curve indi-
cates the trace of the processing. (The explanation in the text.) 
The terminating conditions at the searching stage are only two cases: (a) 
when any contour has not been detected by the exhaustive search, and (b) 
when one or more contours have been detected and terminates the search 
because no further detection is expected. The detection of a contour is made 
by matching the content of CPP with every content in the sequence of the 
trace (abbreviated as SEQ). The case (a) happens when CPP is reduced to 
the starting point (i.e. CPP = 1) in retreat way (terminating condition (a); 
TRM ~a). But the notion of the inclusive contour very much complicates 
the terminating condition of the case (b). That is, even after one contour is 
detected by finding a match, it is not sufficient to terminate the searching 
process, because the point of match may be a join of two or more (sub-) con-
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tours. So the processing must be continued to check this possibility. Then, 
what should be the real terminating conditions in the case of (b)? 
Let us suppose that the CPP point is the join of two contours; one contour 
has already been detected; and there are two or more lines incident upon the 
point besides the two lines composing the first contour. In order to get on 
the track of the second contour, CL must be most outward, or otherwise, 
CL is di-verted inside of the next contour and get off the track (case (b - 1): 
see Figure 6 case (b - 1)). But, provided that there are only end lines which 
are incident to the CPP point as in Figure 6 case (b - 2), the point concerned 
clearly is not the join of contours, so further searching is meaningless. 
Therefore it is necessary to go on searching with the choice of appropriate 
CL in the case (b-1), while to stop searching in the case (b-2). The criterion 
expressed as A(SEQ(CPP), CL) < O is sufficient to meet both the demands. 
So the criterion (plus the activation of contour detection flag: CTRFLG 
= 1) constitutes the terminating condition (b) and is abbreviated TRM ~ b. 
However, in order for TRM ~i~ b to function in the designed way, a certain 
modification on the advance flag must be made. If the advance flag were 
still valid after the detection of a contour, consider what would CPP behave 
at the point where one end line is directed to the inside of the detected con-
tour and the other already traced line is to the outside of the contour. As is 
illustrated in Figure 7, since the outward line a and the contour component 
line b are both flagged, they are excluded from the line candidacy and the 
only remaining inward line c comes to be the CL. This violates the notion 
cf contours. To prevent c from becoming CL, the advance flag must be can-
celled and any lines incident upon the point must be taken into account as 
candidates after one contour has been detected. This differential treatment 
of the advance flag according as a contour is detected or not is referred to 
as the condition for flag cancellation (CNLFG). 
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Figure 6. What should be the terminating conditions after having detected 
one contour ? (See the explanations in the text.) 
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Figure 7. The relationship between the terminating condition and the ad-
vance flag. (The explanation in the text.) 
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5. Temporary arraugement of detected contaurs.--Contours detected at 
the searching stage have an unarranged primary form: primary contours de-
tected are the mixture of one or more whole contour(s), sub-contours and 
their in clusive contour. Therefore, the necessity of arranging the primary 
contours by means of absorbing sub-contours into an inclusive contour a-
rises. After undergoing this arrangement, there are only two types of con-
tours: discrete whole contour(s) and an inclusive contour. 
6. Shifting of startiug pviut.--The algorithm so far depicted suffices for 
picking up most of the contours in figures. Exceptions are: (a) the case a 
contour is embedded in a geometrically isolated component to which the 
starting point does not belong, and (b) the case that the second contour is 
connected with only one already traced line to CPP after the first contour 
was detected (see Appendix A as well as case (a) and case (b) in Figure 8). 
The term geometrically isolated component is invented to distinguish the 
term component used in the theory of graphs. The present usage is meant to 
specify the cluster of lines which are mutually connected with the originally 
defined point and intersecting points. As the position of points is placed 
arbitrary in the graph theory, the concept of component does not assume 
geometrical connotations. 
If there are two or more geometrically isolated components in a given 
figure, contours which exists in the geometrical component other than the 
one to which the starting point belongs can not be detected by the tracing 
technique the present algorithm adopts (case (a)). The case (b) blocks fur-
thet searching because this case is compatible with the criterion TRM ~~ b. 
Thus, for the complete detection of every possible contours in a figure, it 
is necessary to shift the starting point to several originally defined points 
and each time do the searching algorithm from the beginning. 
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Figure 8. A figure with two geometrically isolated components (a), and a fig-
ure with two contours connected with only one line (b). (The explanations in 
the text.) 
7. Final anungement of cantaurs.--Contours having been detected by the 
above stated routines have still unarranged forms in spite of the temporary 
arrangement already performed. Every time the starting point shifts from 
one point to another, the ensuing searching detects a same contour, provid-
ed that these points belong to the same geometrically isolated component 
as the contour lies in. Although they are identical, these detected contours 
have different sequences, because different points becomes the heads of the 
looped sequences. In order to prevent such double counting, detected con-
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toured sequences must be regularized and then undergo the identity match-
ing of the sequences. 
Subroutines variables and their functians 
The following are the brief explanations of the functions of important 
subroutines, variables and conditions. Their labels are given in capitalized 
letters and the distinction of subroutines, variables and conditions are in-
dicated by the parenthesized symbols S, V and C, respectively. 
1. Pretreatmeut of data PRTRTM (S).--The original points located at 
the vertices of the regular hexagon are labelled counter - clockwise I to 6 
starting at the upper right vertex. The input data conform to the figural rep-
resentation defined by these six original points. By this routine, the input 
data are computed to yield the redefinition - by - intersections data. In this 
newly defined data, still figurally represented, the intersections are also re-
garded as points, and the lines are redefined accordingly. Here, the number 
of the new lines is expressed as M, and the line segment formed between 
the point I and I+ I is expressed as (W(1), W(1+ 1)). 
2. Spectficatian of storting pviut STRP (V).--Under the present pro-
gramme, the starting point was consecutively assigned to the original points 
1 to 5. 
3. Initialization of the data INIT (S).--Each time the starting point 
shifts, in addition to the initialization of several data mentioned below, the 
figurally represented data (W(1), W(1 + 1)) are transformed to the adjacent 
matrix [Al･ Here, the adjacent matrix [A] is expressed as, 
when point i is adjacent to point j : ae'j andaj,i= 1, 
pomt t rs not adJacent to pomt j : ai,f and a ' =0 j't ' 
The other data to be initialized are the followings: contour detection flag 
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(CTRFLG = O), current position of processing (CPP = 1), and the sequence 
of trace (SEQ(CPP)=STRP. 
4. Retreat rautine flag RTFLG (V).--This flag tells whether the proc-
essing is now in the retreat routine (RTFLG = 1) or in the advance routine 
(RTFLG = O). 
5. Caunt of incident lines COU (V).--This variable counts the number 
of possible lines which are incident on the CPP point. 
6. Condition on advance flag caneellatian CNLFLG (C).--In case that 
I is a specific point, this condition is expressed as < CTRFLG = I and 
{A (SEQ(CPP), I) = I or A (SEQ(CPP), I) = - 10}>. For more detailed 
explanation, refer to the corresponding part in the Searching stage of 
Guid es. 
7. Determination of candidate line ANGLI (S), ANGL2 (S).--This rou-
tine determines CL based on the angles (see, Finding aut the outward line 
at each pvint in Guides). The range each angle ei assumes is O ~ ei< 2~. 
This judqement routine is divided into two subroutines. When the value of 
CPP is I (i.e., CPP is at a starting point), the processing goes to the sub-
routine ANGL1, where, in order to calculate angles, the basal line is set at 
the outward normal which passes through the starting point. Whereas, when 
CPP is other than 1, the processing goes to the subroutine ANGL2, where 
the basal line is set at the line directed toward CPP. Within the respective 
subroutines, the line possessing the minimum angle (i.e.. CL) is searched 
f or. 
8. Terminatthg conditions TRM~~a (C), TRM~~b (C).--The condition 
TRM ~~ a is ~RTFLG = I and CPP = I ~, and the condition TRM ~~~ b is 
<CTRFLG = I and A (SEQ(CPP),CL) < O ~. Concerning the detailed ac-
counts on the terminating conditions, refer to the corresponding part in 
Searching stage of Guides. 
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9. Retreat routine RTREAT (S).--By making retreat, the retreat mark 
- 1, A (SEQ(CPP), was left on the matrix: A (SEQ(CPP-1), SEQ(CPP)) = 
1. Thereafter, the CPP reduces its value by unity and SEQ(CPP - 1)) = -
the retreat flag is set up: CPP = CPP - 1, RTFLG= 1. 
10. Advance rautiue ADVANC (S).--The advance routine makes CPP 
one step forward and leaves the advance mark on the matrix after that. The 
following substitutions are to be made in that order: A (SEQ(CPP), CL) = 
- 10, A (CL. SEQ(CPP))= - 10, CPP=CPP+ 1, SEQ(CPP)=CL. 
ll. Sequence matching SMATCH (C).--Here, whether a primary (sub - ) 
contour is built up or not is continuously monitored by matching CL with 
the sequence of the trace. This can be expressed by ~ CL = SEQ (PM): 
where PM is any one of { 1,2,...,CPP-2 } ~. 
12. Registration of primary contours RGISTR (S).--This subroutine reg-
isters a primary (sub = )contour (labelled as PRCTR) every SMATCH de-
tects it. Also, the number of contours detected (labelled as NOTMC) is 
counted and the contour detection flag is up. That is, NOTMC = NOTMC 
+ 1; CTRFLG = 1; PRCTR(NOTMC,1) = SEQ(1 + pM - 1), where I = 1,2,..., 
PT and PT is the length of the contour. 
13. Absorptian of sub-contours ABSRP (S).--The registered contours 
are mutually matched in order to check whether one contour is a part of 
other inclusive contour. In such case, if every sequence is regularizad, the 
whole sequence of the subcontour must have the identical part in the longer 
sequence of the inclusive contour. As the contoured sequence is in fact a 
loop, the head of a sequence is arbitrary. So the regularization is conducted 
based on the rule that (a) the minimal value of the sequence must be headed 
but, (b) if there are two or more locations having the same minimal value, 
the location whose succeeding location has the minimal value among the 
values of the other succeeding location becomes the head. If the match oc-
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curS，the　subcontour　is　deleted　from　the　set　of　contours．
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14. Accumulation of contaurs ACMCTR (S).--Although subcontours 
were excluded from the set of contours, whole contours and inclusive con-
tours are continuously accumulated by every shift of the starting point. 
Thus, at this stage, the contours contained in the set are mostly the dupli-
cates of the same contours but with different headings in the sequences. 
15. Final arrangement of cantaurs FNARRG (S).--Refer to the corre-
sponding part in Guides. 
Summing up the explanations of these variables, conditions and subrou-
tines, the whole algorithm can be expressed by an block diagramme as in 
Figure 9. 
Appendix A 
This case gives one constraint inherent in the present algorithm which 
will prevent the algorithm from being applicable to gefieralized (p-q) fig-
ures. An obvious example is shown in the figure below. Here, the contour 
B is connected by only one line with contours A and B, respectively. If nei-
ther lines a, b nor contour B contains any original points, the contour B 
can not be detected. 
strp 1 ""'~ " "'~ / "~~" 
contour a ?__ contour contour A ･･･> ? b , c B 
s t r p 2 ___. 
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